“People support a world they helped create.”
— Dale Carnegie

Look around you at successful business people, world leaders, professional athletes and entertainers. You’ll find a disproportionately high number of Dale Carnegie Course® graduates.

The Dale Carnegie Course® has transformed the careers of over 7 million graduates. And now we want to help you join the ranks of the world’s most successful people.

Through a proprietary process that uses team dynamics and intra-group activities, the course will help you master the capabilities demanded in today’s tough business environment. You’ll learn to strengthen interpersonal relations, manage stress and handle fast-changing workplace conditions. You’ll be better equipped to perform as a persuasive communicator, creative problem-solver and focused leader. And you’ll develop a take charge attitude that allows you to initiate with confidence and enthusiasm.

In short, the course will power you to move far beyond your comfort zone as you stretch for and attain ambitious new goals. It will also teach you the 5 Drivers of Success:

- Build Greater Self-Confidence
- Strengthen People Skills
- Enhance Communication Skills
- Develop Leadership Skills
- Reduce Stress and Improve our Attitude

Dale Carnegie Training® research has identified the key attributes that distinguish top performers. These attributes have been incorporated into a process that coaches you through a four-phase continuous improvement cycle. The training emphasizes the principles of success and shows you how to put them into action every day. At the end of the program you’ll have a solid foundation on which to build lifelong professional growth and performance improvement.

What Our Customers Are Saying

“Over the last two years we grew 29 and 24 percent. This year we have a good opportunity to have another year of strong growth. We could not have experienced this growth without Dale Carnegie Training.”

George Little
President
HDR Engineering, Inc.